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THE PRINCIPLE OF GOODNESS IN THE
PHILOSOPHY OF ZPJr1BIJ.NHUMJilTISM

by .
Paul A&Mwaipaya

I. Introduction

101. Whereas previous investigations on Z8.l!1bianHumanf.am1

seem to oonsider its practical aspects as the foundation of the

entire philosophy, this study aims at try.L~g to establish the

basio principle upon which the philosophy reallyrests~ Hopefully,

this procedure will be able not only to clarify previous

discussions but also to provide an explanation that will lead

to a better understanding of the principles at the core of

ZarabLan Humanism and may bring about a turning point Ln future

discussionse

1&2 The philosophy of Zaobian Humanism consists of two

eleDents,naoely, the theoretical and practical aspects, with
2the attainment of perfection as its ultioate goalo This ioplies

J

1 Here 1 have in Dind the works of Kaunda 1966, 1973, 1974;
For-tman 1969;· Zulu 1970; Soremekun 1970;. Papworth 1973;
Molteno 1973, 1974;. qnd Meebelo 1973;· but when expounding
the philosophy I shall concentrate nostly on the published
works of Kaunda , and only incidentally shall 1 refer to the
other au thor-s , ,

2 The diagrao on page two shows how perfection is supposed
to be achieved .•.
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The ultimate goal of Zamb i.an Humanism is the attainDent of~.
However, since the Zambian humanist recognizes that human
nature consists of the GOOD and EVIL elements, his reasoniP~
on the subject may be illustrated in the following manner:

--'-~"-.l.~ is intended to rectify ---~ ~.YJ.;.l:LSIN.
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\/
Selfishness
Greed
Hypocrisy
Laziness
Exploitation
War
Social classes, etce

.1'1ian-centredness
Generosity
Hospitality
Self-reliance
Co-operation
Equality
Hard-work, etco

i
\.~/',\!/\: I

\,; •. ,z

These are attributes
of GOODNESS.. In the
present study, they
are referred to as
the positive practical
principles"

These are attributes
of EVIL; and in the
study they are called
the negative practical
principlesc

N.Bo: The positive practical principles are actually means of
wiping out the attributes of evil/Sin, so that PERFECTION
can be atta:i11ede
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that those who analyse its principles should take these two

factors into consideration ••Indeed, it seeDS that the establishDent

of the theoretical foundation underlyLDg the practical prDlciples

is imperative to facilitate a better llilderst~~ding of the

philosophy. But this has not been done ••Instead we have heard

a great deal about the principles of man-cerrtz-edness , inclusi vene~.s:l

co-operation, generosity, hospitality, equality, i.ee, the

,E,ractic§Jities of hUIJ~D life, values and the hunan oondd.t.Lon, as

means by whlch vicesc&~ be regulated and perfection atta~ledp

II.1 This study proposes the thesis that goodness is the

foundation, the theoretical basic principle, upon which all the

pr-act.Lcal, principles of Zarab i.an Hunan i.sn rest,,,

IIe2 Goodness is nothing but Doral consciousness" For the

Zambian hunanist,3 +he sense of nor-a'Ld.ty is a gift Cod has given

to every Dan and woman in order that they Day per:fect theDselves,

and thus bring about a just society in which they are supposed to

3 The concept " hUIJanist II in this case refers to President
Kaund.a , a Dan who is obviously the founder of Zaobian
HUlJanisI1even though he Day refuse the title" YJhenever
the concept'is used it will signify no other propounder
of the philosophy but Kaunda ••
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bind theDsel ves together as brothers and frien& in the human

f'arii.Ly,In other wor-ds, the Zamb i.an hUIJanistthinks that the

concept of goodness as being a sense of Dorality is sOBething

everyone underst~~dE, whether one is a Zaobian or note By this

he shows that his concept of goodness is a universally accepted

oo.o.cepto

11.03 That Zanb Lan Hunand.sn is founded upon the principle

of gooili1essnay be explained in the followll1g nannere

Firstly, neither the positive nor the negative

practical principles of the philosophy can legitiIJately be

assULled to be the foundation of Zanbian HuoanisD as a whole;
especially since the Zanb i.an humanist a.ins at ul tj.Dately

z-emovdrigall fOrDS of evil tendencies in Man by Lnpl.enentd.ng

and stressing the effect of the positive practical principles,

hoping that success in this vvill enable individuals to attain

perlection ••4 For the hUElanist, the attaim:lent of perfection

will destroy the evil tendencies in Man and consequently induce

Den and wonen to love their neighbours as they love theDselves

and persuade then to do unto others as they would have then do

unto thenselves" When such high social order is accoDplished

4 K ••Kaund.a: HUM.A.N"ISMIN Z!Jl'lBIA,part II, (1974) ppo 13-17, 28
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it is preswoed that there will be no need ror police rorce and

prison services, because people Ttill live by love rather than

by suspicion, fear, dissension, envy, hypocrisy, hatred and

violence~ In other words, the emphasis laid upon the iDpleDentation

or the positive practical principles (such as Dan-centredness,

inclusiveness, co-operation,. generosity, equality, hospite~ity,

selr-reliance, etcQ) is intended to be a means or gettD1g rid

or negative human inclinations whi.ohnandf'es t themselves in the

practical principles such as selris~~ess, greed, hy~ocrisy,
.indd,....zi.dua'l.Lan , laziness, r-aci.sn,tribalisD, provancd.al.Lsn,

nationalisDj colonialisD, neo-colonialism, racisD, poverty,

ignorance, disease and exploitation or Dan by man .•

Secondly, President Kaunda asserts that proDinence

Dust be given to the iDportance or integrating the theoretical

aspect of'his philosophy with its practical elements, in order

to ensure that no credibility gap exists between these two
5rEtctorsco Such integration however can be exp'La irie d only when

a relationship exists between the theoretical and the practic8~

principles; and in this case the relationship can be established

when goodness is regarded as the basis of the practical principles"

Once goodness is under-sbood to 'be a theoretioal principle,

5 K" Kaunda: HUM.ANISM ll{ZlJvlBIA, part II, p c 6
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explaining how the theoretical and practical principles are

integrated in Zaobian Huoaniso becoDes a very easy task.

Thirdly, when it is recognized that the ul tir.late

goal of the Zanbd.an hunanist and of those who collaborate with

hin is to establish a oorally upright society in Zaobia, the

kind of society which is in keeping with a legacy of 'what we

would like to think were the aIDS of the J.i'ricantradition,

viz., the high valuation of Hen end respect for hunan dignity,

it should bee one clear that goodness is really the basic

principle of Zanb Lan Hunand.an as a whole. Furthernore, when

we take into consideration the fact that the Zanbian huoanist

abhors capitalisD, not because it originates froD the West but

nainlY because it arouses that aninal in Man w.lrlchonce aroused

forces the individual to behave in a dishonest , corrupt or

criDinal Danner and also deprives hdrn of the need of love for

hunanity, it Dust be obvious that without goodness it would

be difficult to expound the philosophy of Zaobian HunanisDc And

as Kaunde contends, capitaliso breeds seeds of suspicion, fear,

dissension, hatred end violence,6 both of which are negative

elODonts of hunan nature which are adried at being rectified

~ing the positive principles. In addition, talk about love for

6 K. Kaunda r HUl.llillISMill ZlJmIP•., part IT: p. 104
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huraarri.tycu'lzrlnat.esLYJ.tal.k about goodnes s, because the fomer

is an attribute of the latter ••

Finally, in view of all these facts, it seeDS that

it is a serious error to regard either the positive practical

principles or the negative practical principles as the basis

of Zanb i.anHunarri.snas a 'whole, nor-e especially since the

positive practical pri..YJ.ciplesare Derely Deans of eliNinating

evti.LLnc.Linat.Lons , and then of bringing about that kind of

perfection which is et tht:;heart of the philosophyo Moreover,

since these practical principles constitute only a part of the

phllosophys they cannot really be considered as the basis of

the entire philosophy ••It is only when the theoretical principle

of goodness is taken into consideration that we can accurately

deteITline the real foundation of ZaDbian HUDanisD as a wholeo

II ••4 This brief explanation of the basis of Zanb i.an

HUl;]anisDperhaps gives the iLlpression that the concept Qf

f original sin! has no Lnpor-t.ance to the Zanb i.an hunarri.st ••

Should this be the case the following discussion will show

that the probleDs surrounding the concept in question receive

serious attention in Zanb.ian Hunarri.an.,However, bef'or-e expounding

the Zanb Lan hunan i.sb t s reasoning on the subject, 'let De briefly
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expose the doctrine itseli'",7

The doctrine of 'original sin' Daintains that Man has

sinned, that he has Disused his God-gi;ren freedoD, that as a

result he has been forced to be more inclined towards evil than

good., and that therefore his connection or relationship with

8God the Creator is hanpered. LD other words, the down-fall

of Man has resulted in his total and utter depravi.ty fr waking

hlll incapable of doing anything really good~ LDdeed1 Christian

religion contends, since Man has sinned and thus fallen short

of the glory of God, he can do nothing good.9

This conception of lorigLnal sin' is nainly rejected

by the ZanbLan hunarrLs t , Though Kaunda aolmowledges the fact

that men and womenare susceptible to sin, that their nature

has a fatal flaw, nonetheless,9. he rejects the clam that

because of these riegat i.ve aspects of hunan nature therefore
,

hUD&».beings are totally arid utterly depraved, and that as a

result they can do nothing good••.In his opinion, eDphasis on

7 For those interestea. in a full exposition of the concept
of 'original sinl a reading of the Bible might be more
beneficial.,

8 10 Stevenson: SEVENTHEORIESOF Hll'!TJ.J'J NATUPtE (1974), pp•..35-44:
Of.•. also Isaiah 59:2

9 Rooans 3:23
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the total and utter depravity of Man is not only incorrect but is

also contrary to II the truth that there is a divine spark in every

Dan to rrhich it is always worth appealihg before one Dust protect

If'f ,. " .. t" t ,,10onese rOD nls VlClOUSlnS lnc s. That is, if it were true

that l':an 7laBcO:1pletely corrupt and motivated only by greed and

arrogance 7 then Zawbi2..."YlHunanLsn woul,d have no Deans of justifying

the assunption that one day ;::lenand 7;O:1enwill attain perfectionc

But because this is not really the case, Kaunda surnises, that is

why it is assumed that once properly ibple::Jented the positive

practical principles of' Zanbi.an Hunani.an C2..."Ylelininate various

vicious tendencies in Man and hence enable hin not only to attain

perfection bu.t also to realize his f'ull potentials"

Kaunda also proclaiDs that a religion which stresses

the tote.l depravity of Man is not in accordance with hunan natur-e ,

If it is in keeping with any cul, ture, certairLLy such a religi.on is

not in harmony with the iil'rican way of' life" Indeed» says Kaunda,

the African culture and religions have never Dade the cult of'

misery a way of life .• He contends that onJ.y bad religion can and

does stress very heavily the depravity of :f:Ianand eventually force

believing Christians to grovel before the Old Testanent God, the

10 x, Kaundae LETTERTOMY CHILDlillN,8ec011(1Impression (1974), p e 135
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biblioal C-od,in the nos t dranatic nannez-: beatdrig their breasts
.. -Ii

and excLadzrlng nth horror about the new revelations" '

POI' President Kaund2., religion ust not only be a

theory but also a pr-act i.caf TIayof life 7 capable of reotifying

some of the evjl tendenoies in Man; and this clearly shows

that for him religion is actually part and parcel of the positive

practical principles of ZanbLan Humani.sn, ~i{hatis Bore, he thinks

that those who stress the total depra,vity of Man should understancl

that since 110..1'1 has a dh-:ine spark (an eleoent of goodness) in hdm

the notion of original sin ,!hid.~ they propound cannot really have

a great significance" In other wor-ds, the divine spark in Man

undermines original sin, and in turn enables individue..ls to become

rational humanbeings"

In addition, Kaunda thinks that Manhas not really

disconnected his linJ<: with God his creator, even though he is

liable to sin" In his opinion, the wor'Ld (which includes Man

himself) is fundaoentally in accord.ance with Godrs purpose, which

is that ManDust love and serve his creator •. .After all, sayi3 Kaunda,

11 Ke Kaunda; A }fUivI1LlVlST m AFRICA,Fourth Irrpr-es si.on (1969), p" 38
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self-consciousness and the apUity to love freely are SODeof the

special gifts ~od has given to Me~~12 so that he Day perforo good

deeds with then, such as loving one! S neighbour as one loves

hiDself and also loving ~d his creator ••- This seeDS to indicate

that for the Zambian hUDanist one has to be a believing Christian

before he can be a true hunani.s t , So, given the fact that the

universe is designed f'undanent a'lLy in accordance with ~d2s

purpose s how coul.d Cod really forsake His unique creation, the

ZanbLan huaarri.st s eens to ask. That Ean is susceptible to sin

canno-t be a good reason why ~d should abandon hLDo A genuine

love of ~d cO:Jes about upon the attainDent of per:fectian" Indeed;

equipped vlith love, hope and f'a i.bh, the hunarri.st contends, hUDa.11

beings w-lll certainly attain perfoction, no Datter how long this

13Day ta.i<ec Pe.rf'eot Lon seens to be 'a Deans of conpletely

eliIJ:inating the concept of f orig:iJ.1al sin f in Zanb.l.an Hunan.Lsri,

Since it is generally accepted that the creation of

Man in ~nesis is a nythical rather than a historical one", it

seems that Pr-esLderrt Kaundai s contention of ManIs ability to

atta:in perfection succeeds in reconciling the notion of

~~- ~~-- ~eu:z

12 K", Kaunda : HUMJ.ll'USM IN Zl..MBIlI.,part 11)/ p" 127

13 Ke Kaunda: HmUil"'U SM: IN ZAMBIA,part II~ p••.129



!originc.l sin t with his own concept Lon, Certair.J.yp no en11ghtened

Christian asserts the historical existence of ildaJ::land Eve any

longer, because such &..11assertion is merely an over-literal

i..11terpretation of the biblical teachingo Actually, although Man

is liable to S111,nonetheless, he aspires to attain salvation

through the use of his free will, and he strives to return to his

divine origin throu&~ enancipation froD natter~-Above all"as the

Za:obian humam.st pr-oc.Ladris , with the help of faith,. hope and loves

Man is able to overCODehis state of apparently cO:Jplete depravity.,

And noreover' it is fuconceivable that the sane loving God can

deliberately forsake Man,_his DOSt unique creation, nor-e eapec i.akl.y

when TIeknow that He sent His beloved son to die for nanki.nd.,

luthough the Zarabi.an hunarri.st acknowledges that hunan

nature cons i.sts of the good and evil e.lenerrbs and also seems to

succeed in resolving the pr-ob.Lensconcerning the significe.nce of

t original sin f.l' yet~. his philosophical systen poses various

practical' as well as theoreticC'~ pr-ob.l.ens, which seem :inpossible

to over-come, Tfhat makes the problens even mor-e insurmountable is

the fact that the hUDanist seeDS to underestitlate the effect evil

has on hunan behavi.our and conduct, particularly when he stresses

his belief in the effect of being equipped with love, hope and

faithy that with these elenents Man can overCODeall evil
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tendencies in hiD and eventually attain perfectiono

To assUD81 for Lns tance , that the positive practicaJ.

principles of Zanbian HunanisD will be able to cODpletely

elininate human evil inclinations and ultirJately enable Man to

perfect hioself, is indeed to expect too Duch of hunan beingso

EYen thoU£h they Day be said to have a divine spark, an elenent

of good, 1...11 the::J, nevertheless, Den and WODenare largely motivated

by their sentll:ients rather th2n by their so-celled divine spark.,

lmd as such their eDotion8 do not alriays operate Ll1 accordance

with the phD.osophy of Zanbi.an HUDe"nisD,9or in harmony vcith Godf s

will and their d.Lvtlrie spark" Of ben t;ir.'10S Den and wonen tend to

follon the dictates of their sentinents rather than the clivtates

of their r-easorring , Moreover~ even after apparently taL1ing that

so-called arriraa'L in Man, it is really not possible to eorrbr-o'L the

various operations of the hunan Bind so that they are guided only

by hunanistic principles c Very often an individual who seens to

be a true .hunard.s t and who propounds <met understands hunarri.sri yery

well nay l)e basically the biggest hypocrite p one whose desires are

based purely upon selfish tendencies, such as the accUDulation of

personal wealth by exploi ti.ng others while pretending to abide by

the principles of human.Lsn, giving the best education to hiS own
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children, pr'omot i.ng 'co the highest positions only those who are

s08ehow related to h:i.n no Datter how inefficient they Day be~ and

yet preaching 'l'lith great errthus Lasn the virtues of ZanbLan Hunarri.sra••

. l

Indeed, those who understand how Zanbi.an Hunan.i.an operates

very often elso knOTIits loopholes, ~~d so they Day carry out

purely persone.l interes+s i7hich are detrkentt11 to the advanc8Dent

of others nithout being noticed. In fact, one of the greatest

prob'Lems confrontir:g ZanbLan HUlJ2.nisIJand whi.ch the hunard.st ought

to consider very seriously is that it is Dare difficult to convinoe

the so-called educated Z3.tloians than to convince the average

citizen, that hUD2.1lisDshoul.d be adapted as a ',vayof life :in what.ever-

we doe 'ilhy? Because these people eIitertain theDsel ves .-lith the idea

that they knOTI all about the philosophy and the.t the human.Lsb

cannot really tea.ch then any'thIng new; and ji' he a.oes he Call only

succeed in trying to fool the;:}" But since our apparently educated

Dinority are - like anyone else - afrai.d of serious consequences,
,

they therefore play ·the gane of following the principles of the

philosophy ,1ilhile deep down their rrinds they have nothing to do with·

Zanbia.l1 HunanisDo It is these people who pay a great deal of lip

service to the actual. iIJpleuentation of ZanbLan Hunani.sra, For then;

the iD.plenentation of ZambLan Hunarri.smis a hinderance to their

progress; they wish to exploit the D3.SSeSwithout being hanpered",
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What is Dore, the way most people in Dore.fortunate

positions behave and conduct their lives clearly show their

..hypocrisy. For inste.nce, anong our so-called educated and

sophisticated minority there· are those who when they employ

others to work for then treat them in the SaDe way the

colonialists treated their servants, whether -civil or dODestic

servants~ They either pay their employees starvation wages or

nakethem work for several months without pay, and when they

do pay them they often try to find reasons for not paying them

their full wages, still raor'e these Zambians are among the best

preachers of the virtues of the philosophy of humanism.

In addi tion, how does the Zanb i.an hunanis t intend to

rectify the deep-rooted belief in SOBe of his fellow-citizens

that they belong to the so-called top social class, and that

therefore they deserve special treatnent? And given that almost

allZanbian politicians are meBbers of the elite, who cone froD

socially respe~ted fanilies and hence lack the peasant occupational

background which is prevalent anong the nas ses, it would seen

that such leaders do not really identify themselves with their

apparently social D1ieriors, no Batter how hard the humanist

preaches about creating a classless society :in Zanbiao How then
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will the huoanist change the way these elite-ninded people think

and hence convince then that their naterialistic and social

prestige way of thinking is not in keeping with Zamb i.an Hunam en?

And what are we to do with those who are prinarily concerned with

the accuoulation of wealth, such as businessnen? For instance,

preaching about uphold:in.gthe high valuation of hunan dignity

does not seen to have an effect on mos t of the urban tax:i.drivers,

nor does it really have an influence on most of the nedical staff

meBbers. For Bost of these people, [len and WODen are not respected

for what they are but rather for what they represent. Professional

men and women cocroand great respect among the Dasses, including

businessmen and Dedical staff Dembers. Before Dedical treatDent

is given to an average ZaDbian, the individual goes through a

great deal of dehuoanizing experiences: he Day be pushed around

by nurses and nedical assistants before he has a chance to see

a general practitioner. In sone cases, even the general practitioner

behaves as if he or she was Dore :irJportantthan the patient: the

arrogance a patient experiences exceeds the treatDent~ BusinessDen

are known to stage a physical cOBbat with their custoElers. Of course,

this kind of behaviour and conduct applies to alDost all sectors

of the ZaDbian society: Den in powerful positions are often found

to'eDploy secretaries on intinate level; politicians are cla:ined

to Disuse their power D1 various ways$ such as the inculcation of

sectionalis@ in ZaDbian politics.
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In Zambia, sectionalisn tends to be an accepted way of

Political ,life, a sY~le of political tactics araong several
. "

pol:i.tic:i.ans.Men and women struggling to retain their political

careers often appeal to the nasses on sectional line. That

aninal in then persuades then to ignore all legitinate neans

of canpaigning for a political position. Instead nost of our

politicians turn to sone f'orm of tribaliso~ called sectionalisn,

in order to naintain their positions. In view of this, it seemB

that unless sectionalisn can be contro1led it is hard to believe

that Zanbian Humanisn will really succeed, especially since those

who are supposed to intensify its inpleoentation are at the sane

tine deliberately retarding such a process. Indeed, as Robert

Molteno points out, sectionalisD is a political phenooenon, which

arises prllJarily froD coopetition for power anong Zanbian political

leaders, Leaders deliberately choose to create sectionalisn or

sectionalist identifications in order to win votes and naintain

their positions.14

Even if sectionalisn did not play a significant part in

retarding the proper establishnent of a huoanistic approach in

Zawbian politics, sti1l nore the Zanbian humanist's enphasis on

14 R. Molteno: Cleavage and Conflict in ~bian Politics:
(il ~t,1J.dy in sectionalisn, p. 100 ~ee .
Chapter Three of POLITICS IN ZJUI,ffiIA(1974),
University of Zanbia publications, edited
by Willian Tordoff ~
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religious teaching would have its effects on the nriridsof many

Zaobians&" Most ZaDbians identify Christianity with colonialisDj:

and so talk about. good or bad Christian religion seems to r-enind

Bany people of the evils of inperialisDo Rather instead of

stressing the effects of good religion, the Zaobian hUBanist

would do better to eDphasize the effect of traditiona~religion"

In this way it seeDS that he would have Elore people u.te:rested

ill following the legacy of our ancestors, even those who Day seeD

to be irreligious.

Furthermore, that ZaDbian HuoanisD COL1bines philosophical,

political and theological conceptions raises various theoretical

probleDs. For exanple, given that we have faith in God, how are

we to deteroine what God wills? Are we to rely on priests to

interpret His will? If so, how do we know that their interpretation

is co;rrect? Besides, granted that Man has a free will and thus

he can exercise his will in whatever Danner he pleases, it is not

very easy to deternine whether his free will shall always be

guided by, the positive practical principles of Zaobi~~ HumanisDe

lmd to aasune , as the Zanb Lan hunanist does, that Man has the

capability to attain perfection or the highest good and that

therefore guided by humanistic principles he will u.Ltrirra t.e.Ly

perfect hinself raises a serious question, naoely: How can we
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judge this capability? If the basis of judgement is simply that

Man has shown his ability to attain perfection, this will lead

us to ignore his motives. Instead we shall be concerned only with

his external activities rather than his internal activities as

·well.

However, this is neither to say that Zambian Humanism

has totally failed in its endeavours nor that there is no true

humanist in Zambiao There are some Zambians who could be regarded

as being truly humane in their approach to lif'e and in their

interaction with others. Their behaviour may be partly a result of

the influence Zambian Humanism has on its citizens. In fact, the

greatest success of Zambian Humanism is its creation of a highly

tolerant society. Because of its attitude of tolerance Zambia is

one of the most tolerant and democratic countries in the world:

it is often the host for various political refugees (whether black

or white) from other countries; and moreover its judiciary system

is among the best in the universe.

Nevertheless, truly humane Zambians seem to be in the

minority, for if they were in the majority then Zambian Humanism

would have no real obstacles to overcomeo This is a fact which

can be proved indivi,dually, and more especially when one realizes

that the humanist stresses the importance of political education$
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When the Zambian humanist intensifies political education in the

nation, this pinpoints the fact that his philosophy is confronted

with serious human basic problems. Indeed, considering the seriousness

of the problems, it seems that even intensifying political education

may not really succeed in completely wiping out evil inclinations in

Man, that perhaps the best the humanist can do is to denounce all such

vices, hoping that individuals may do something to rectify them. But

hope alone cannot really eliminate vices.' On the other hand, should

the Zambian humanist use severe measures to eliminate the negative

aspects of human nature, he will discover that this is not in keeping

with his philosophy, particularly since such measures may tend to be

oppressive. And should he try to destroy the source of all evil tendencies,

he will also realize that this will result in destroying Man himself,

because his nature consists of the good and evil elements. So, in the

final analysis, the Zambian huraanist will admit that evil inclinations

in Man cannot really be completely eliminated and that therefore the

best he can do is to control or to ~ the serious consequences of the

vicious elements in Man, but never to try to eliminate the~.

In my opinion, by taking humanism as the way of life every

Zambian must follow, the Zambian humanist has actually chosen a delicate

road which leads into a quagmire in which it may be impossible for

Zambians to do what he wishes them to do. This means that it is impossible

simply by preaching the virtues of Zambian Humanism to change the ways

which tribalists, nepotists, opportunists, liars, profiteers, racists,
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capitalists or corrupt individuals have foliOTIed very closely

all their livese Have we not noticed that men occupying the

hi&hest positions are often the most corrupt, hypocritical ~nd

hard to trust! This being the case, can we really expect Zambian

Humanism to transcend the majority of the present political

leadership? If not, then whaf will happen after the change of

leadership? What is more, these few years of independence have

revealed that it is not all those who claim to be humanists who

are really and truly committed to the principles of Zambian

Humanism and hence put these principles into practiceQ Most of

those who claim to be humanists pay to the actual implementation

of the philosophy simply lip service. Indeed, that these people

may change their way of life is a very high probability, but not

a guaranteee CertaDily, it is not so easy to change" a staunch

materialist, nor is it easy to convince a lazy person that
exploiting his haz-d-wo.rk'ing relative is not D1 'accordance with

Zambian HUI!lanismo Is it not the case that though Zambia has

retained a majority of colonial administrators on the basis of

its humanistic principles, nonetheless" among these people there

are many who are deep-rooted racists? Is it not also true that

most of the Indians,who have either Laken Zambian citizenship or

hold British passports, are basically bvrana-minded? That is, most
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Indians in Zambia have not really changed their colonial type of'

thinking; they still believe in being little "bwanas " and "mamas '",

in the same way they did during the colonial exploitation of'the

l£rican masses. To these bwana-minded little Indians humanism

has had no real ef'f'ecton their way of' thinking. Even though they

may not demand to be called ''bwanas''and "mamas" in public, yet,

in their homes they stress the f'act that they are really the

"bwanas" and "mamas" to their domestic servants, and in f'act

behave like they were kings and queens in their various "empires".

11.6 It would appear f'rom the preceding discussion that

Zambian Humanis~ can only be accepted seriously if' one agrees

with the argument that Man is basically good. Indeed, once the

argument is accepted it can be seen that the principle of' goodness

is not only the basis of' President Kaunda's philosophical works

but also of' his f'oreign policies.

For instance, although the president - like most other

people knows that the racist regimes of' South Af'rica and Rhodesia

do not regard the black people as real human beings and that is why

they slaughter them like cows, yet he (as a black man) stresses that

a kind of' dialogue between the blacks and whites must go on, hoping
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that after political indepencence there should be peace and

harmony between the peoples of these countries. Jill Dr. Soremeklin

points out, 11 On many occasions when addressing a group LKaunda7

would sometimes make a shadow speech in which he would address

Vorster, Caetano, Smith in h.BSENTIl\.,urging them to stop abusing

man and to come to the human family •• 1f15 Lnd as the president

hdms e.lf' says: II life must learn to hate what is done and not to

hate the doer, " particularly since by so doing If there 1.s

always a chance that the people whose activities we strongly

disapprove of l7ill change, and then we will have no cause to

Oft 16hate them<& Therefore, in view of this, President Kaunda

adds, 11This is why vie say to people like Vors ter, Smith and

Caetano that if they should change and adopt hunan policies we

will welcome theno Vre don l t hate them because they are white"

We hate their actions •. If they chanGe their actions, we vr~l

welcome them to the human fold, the human family.,. And not before

that •• .,. Co 2:.f they should change, we will welcome them, they are

our br-o+her-s , friends in the human family •• ,,17

15 F•• Sor-emekun; KENNETHKAUNDA'SCOSMICNEO-HUM.h.NISM(1970) , p.,28

16 Ko Kaunda: Z1JilBIil.IS GUIDELINESFOR THE l\TE.,'{TDECADE(1968)0' pp..25-26

17 K•.Kaunda: ZfJ\mIJ~'S GUIDELINESFOR THENEXTDEC1J)E, p•• 26
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II.7 It should no~ be clear that to assert, as some thinkers
18do., that the principle of man-centredness is pivotal to the

whole gamut of the philosophy of Zambian Humanism is a misleading

assumption, particularly since this is a practical principle_, an

attribute of goodness, intended for eliminating completely the

negative aspects of human nature. l•.ctually, as an attribute of

goodness, the principle of Ban-centredness is si8ply a Beans of

attaining perfection. knd accordL~g to the preceding argument,

all attributes of goodness are totally dependent on goodness,

in the same ~ay attributes of evil are dependent on evil. So,

how could nan-centredness be seriously considered as the

foundation of the entire philosophy of Zanbian Humanism? Perhaps

those who consider man-ccntredness as the foundation of Zambian

Humanism as a whole follow this line of reaAoning because the

Zambian human-ist says that all human activities should be centred

,around Man, so as to pronote and maintain the dignity of human

beings. But to say that all hTh~an activities ought to be centred

around Man does not imply that the concept If nan-centredness "

is actually the basis of the philosophy of Zambian Huraand.snjit

simply means that in order to uphold the dignity of Man we should

focus all our activities at the well-being of individuals, nore

especially since this may facilitate a high degree of social order.

18 HAS.• Meebelo: THE 1.FRIC1JiTREVIE'il;The Concept Of IvIan::Centredness
In Zanbian HUDanisn, vol.. 3 1'4) (1973), p. 559
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Although the principle of m~-centredness cannot legitimately

be considered as the foundation of Zambian Human Lsm as a whole J> this does

not rule out the fact that the principle is of great importance in the

development of Zambian Humanism.. It is the princir>le which is often

dramatized during the implementation of the practical aspects of the

philosophy of Zanb Lan Humanism .•19 Indeed, this .should not be taken

as ill1D1dication that m~~~centredness is the foundation of Zambian

Humarri.sm,After al.L, the Zaab i.an human'i.st himself admits that the

foundation of his philosophy is the African t:l,'aditionand cul.ture.,

But since every philosophical system is founded on tbe culture and

tradition of the propounder: i.•eo, phUosophical systems are results

of cultural beliefs and traits, this simply me&~s that the Zambian

humanist does not really grapple with the problem of the foundation

of the philosophYe This is why the present study considers the issue

to be imperative~

1110 . Conclusion

III,.1 ,As a moral philosophy, Zambian Humanism is intended to

wipe out completely the evil tendencies in Man and thus bring about

perfection ••But as the complete elimination of evil inclinations is

19 For·a detailed discussion of the importill1ceof the
principle of man-centredness, see Dr" Meebelo's article
quoted above, and his work: MAIN ClJ1illENT~OF ZlJ,ffiI.bN
HUMJl.NISTTHOUGHT (1973)" Lusaka, Ox:forElUniversity Press .•
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rather an iopossibi+ity, the Zambian humanist may have to settle for a

lesser goal than the most noble. This means that he must be willing

to aim at merely curbing the evil inclipations which often force men

and women to behave and conduct their lives in a dishonest and corrupt

manner. However, in order to do so the humanist will have to apply the

positive practical elements of his philosophy, principles SU8~ as

man-centredness~ inclusiveness, co~peration, generosity, hospitality,

equality, hard~work, self-reliance, etc. iw we have tried to show)

these principles are simply attributes of goodness.

III.2 This means that without goodness its attributes would be

dti'ficult to explain, and indeed the explanation of how the theoretica.:L

part of Zambian Humanism is connected with its practical aspect would

be a ve~ difficult problem, But because goodness constitutes the

theoretical part which Kaunda is concerned with, it is possible to

explain the relationship between the theoretical and practical parts

of his philosophy.

Those who wish to grasp the connection between the practical

and theoretical aspects of Zambian Humanism should at least t~ to

understand the significance·· of the princ:i,pleof goodness in this

oonnection. Without understanding precisely how goodness operates

in the philosophy of Zambian Humanism it is so easy to be conf'used ,
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concerni11g!the principle which holds all other principles together

in Zambian Humanism •.Endee d, in order to avoid such confusion, this

study has paid a great deal of attention to the significance of the

principle of Goo~~ess in the development of the philosophy, hoping

that by so doL~g it Day clarify various clai3s made by earlier

investigators 0

111.3 If this study has succeeded in its endeavour, then it has

surely made a significant contribution to the debate initiated by

the previous studies and hopefully it has clarified the stand taken

by the founder of the philosophy ••Better still its success may

facilitate a firm understanding of what is implied when President

Kaund.a enphasizes the inportance of his philosophy to Zanb La and

its peoplet to Africa as a whole and the Africans, and to the world

c08Qunityp for (as he tells us) African HuoanisD is the most important

commodity Jd'ric<Ul;'can export to other lanc1s and whose effect could

change the way of L'if'e in the human family ••20

111••4 But whether or not the Zambian huoanist will actually

succeed in his endeavours and whether or not his philosophy will

ultinately enable Man to attain perfection, this is philosophically

20 K ••Kaunda : .A HUlvlANISTIN AFRICA, po 22
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unimportant. Vfuat really natters in this context is that one ought

to recognize that Kaunda has successfully constructed a philosophy

of hope, one that will keep those who agree with its fundaoentals

struggling to attain a higher degree of perfection.

111.5 hbove all, let us not forget that Zaobian Humanisn is

not a philosophy in the typical acadeDic sense, according to which

philosophy is purely theoretical 2~d highly abstract. Kaunda's

philosophy is a political guideline, intended to be a continuous

reninder to the Zambians that a humane approach to life is the

most important thing, one which Dust be considered and adapted

as a way of life. In short, Zanbian Hunand.sm is a peculiar kind

of philosophy which basically condenns war, and instead proposes

the establishment of an international governnent. Once the

international governnent is created, according to President Kaunda,

this would Dean that the peoples of the world have reached the

highest degree of perfection, that kind of perfection upon which

the Zambian humanist stresses so heavily and claims that the

attainment of perfection will eventually lead to the abolition of

police forces and prison services, because society will have no

use for theD particularly since perfection will facilitate the

creation ofa ve~ high degree of social order. But as I have

mentioned, this aw.bitious desire and belie~ cannot really be

actualized, ~onsidering that hunan nature nay never change.
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Indeed, the iopleoentation of ZaDbian HuoanisD is prinarily

a IDeanS of institutionalizing the philosophy, so that Zaobians should

not forget their r.1oralobligation to the hunan fanily and that rather

they should always have a clear sense of direotion for their actions .•

Furthermore, President Kaunda seeDs to be aware that though human

nature Day not change, nonetheless, he thinks that social oircUDstances

always change and consequently influence hunan behaviour and conduot"

EvidentlY1 the impleoentation of Zanbian HUL1anisD seeDS to be a way

of changing social situations and thus of bringing about a change in

the way ZanbianB should behaveo But aooording to the discussion, even

this Day not change the way nost Zanbians behave and conduct their

lives, although it is an effort which should be supported by all those

who believe in a hunane and zsoz-al.Ly upright society.

Dr ••Paul A.., Mwaipaya
Research Fellow in Human Relations
University of Zambia, Lusaka

June 21, 1976
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